Managed Services for Carriers and Service Providers

Managed Services
Voipswitch Managed Services
for Carriers and Service
Voipswitch offers a hosted and managed
infrastructure comprising its best-of-breed
Class 5 softswitch together with additional
modules and mobile and desktop softphone
family.
Redundancy in our data centers and their
geographical locations in the US and Europe
guarantee High Availability and security of
the platform, allowing you to focus on
running your VoIP business.

Voipswitch Managed Services
enable you to offer:
- Mobile VoIP
- Rich Communication Services
- Calling cards (PIN and PIN-less)

Limited investments:
CUSTOMIZED and STAGED DEPLOYMENT

- Residential VoIP
- Unified Communication/PBX/Centrex

For more information please contact: sales@voipswitch.com

Our technical team will work with you to build features
sets tailored to your customer base.
www.voipswitch.com

Managed Services
Why managed?
Minimized capital expenditure, no investment
in hardware and network infrastructure.
No ongoing costs of engineering staff, and no
cost of upgrading the network and software
elements. A reliable and experienced
technology partner ensuring you get the latest
innovations in the VoIP service market ahead
of your competitors.
Quick time to market, roll out even complex
services in weeks with help of our solution
architects.

Scalability
Start with a limited capacity and grow
incrementally as demand increases. Your
monthly costs can be managed and grow as
your business grows.
As you add more features all you need is to add
another component to your package.
The modular software enables service
providers to integrate the components they
require as necessary.

Reseller programs are not sufficient
for you as they limit you to one
carrier.
With managed services you can select
your own carriers and thus maximize
your margins.
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For more information please contact: sales@voipswitch.com
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Managed Services
Complete setup

Training and expertise

Choose a suitable location for your platform in
the US or Europe. Voipswitch provides you
with collocation, remote hands support, IP
bandwidth and all other elements required for
high availability operations.

Branded and Custom mobile
and desktop softphones
Full range of mobile dialers, as branded shared
Join Express softphones or fully custom made
applications uploaded to the provider's
appstore accounts.

Voipswitch assists you with its expertise and
years of experience in the VoIP industry to take
full advantage of the cutting edge platform it
offers. We provide full one to one training and
video learning sessions.
Our expert technical team will assist you
during the deployment phase and afterwards
to help you build feature sets tailored to your
customer base. With the aid of our solution
architect you will have a clear plan for service
rollout and interconnecting with your existing
network elements.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Backup services

Security audit

For more information please contact: sales@voipswitch.com

24/7 monitoring
and alerting

Daily reports

www.voipswitch.com

Managed Services
CHOOSE YOUR MODEL
Hosted dedicated system
Rental option. Instead of owning the software
you can rent it, thus reducing the initial
investment. The offer covers the main platform
and additional modules. The mobile and
desktop clients are available as a branded
shared Join Express dialer (opcode) or as a
whitelabel version.
In this model the system can be hosted on
either your server or one of our servers in US or
European data centers. Even if hosted by us,
you still have full direct access to the entire
system with our dedicated servers.

Managed partition
The Class 5 Softswitch infrastructure and
additional components as a service. We
provide a partition in our VPS Cloud where you
can manage your services through a web
based admin interface.
The cloud provides an isolated partition where
you can interconnect with your carriers, use
your own payment systems for online top ups,
and connect to DID providers.
We guarantee High Availability and security of
the platform.

Fully managed a-la carte VoIP
l setup
Voipswitch's managed services provides
carriers with 24x7x365 access to a solutions
expert for maintenance and administrative
tasks and day-to-day network operations.
The service covers a range of tasks from
provisioning the Least Cost Routing to testing
with new carriers and vendors. Additionally,
Voipswitch performs maintenance checks and
provides comprehensive reports on the system
status and business operations.
The fully managed service also includes active
monitoring of network elements, notification
alerts and emergency procedures to ensure
maximum availability of the platform.

For more details visit: hosted.voipswitch.com

For more information please contact: sales@voipswitch.com
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